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AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Linda Nasif Edwards and Michael Grossman*
The role of health andintellectualdevelopment in the determination
of economic andsocialwell—being is a subject of increasing concern for
bothsocialscience and public policy. Numerous studieshave demonstrated
that adults' earnings andlifeeçpectancy depend on their schooling, health,
andability.1 Otherssuggest important causal relationships running from
health and intelligence at earlystages in the life cycle to years of
formal schooling completed and fromschooling to adults' health. A common
theme in these studies as well as in themassive literature on the effects
of home environmental variables on children'scognitive development is that
well—being at later stages in the life cycledepends on well—being at early
stages.
The basic purpose of our research is tocontribute to an understand-
ing of the joint determination of children'scognitive development and
their health. Although there is a largeliterature concerning the first
*
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1For a partialsurvey of the literature on relationshipsamong earnings, schooling,health, and intelligence of adults and children,see Grossman (1975).—2—
of these issues, there has beenlittle work on the latter.2 Wealso ex-
ploreinterrelationships between variousaspects of children's physical
health andtheir intellectual developmentand, in Particular, attempt
to answer the important question
of whether poor health retardsthe
cognitive development of children.3
More specifically, thisPaper, which is part of a larger project,
examines the detenninants of
cognitive development and health of chil-
dren from six to elevenyears of age in Cycle II of the U.S. Health
Examination Survey. We focuson the roles of home environmentalvari-
ables and proxies for the endowed
(initial or inherited) level ofhealth
in the current health and
development functions with a view towardun-
covering similarities in or differencesbetween health and development
effects. The empirical work isguided by an insight provided bya
theoreticai model of
transfers of human and non—human
wealth: namely, to understand thebehavior of parents withrespect to
their children's health anddevelopment, it is important todistinguish
2
Starfield (1975)emphasizesthat, although many persons havestudied the effects of medical care andsocioeconomic characteristicson infant mortality, relatively few have examined theeffects of these variableson the health of children whosurvive the first year of life.For afew recentexceptions, see, for example, Kapl,Lave, and Leinhardt (1972); flu (1973); Kessrier (1974);Haggerty, Roghmann, and Pless (1975); and Inman (1976).
3Birch andGussow (1970), whose entire book focuseson the effects of
health on learning, point outthat most of the evidence theybring to bear on the issue is indirectbecause "...therehas been little inves- tigation of the specific relationships
between the physical status of poor children and their later developme (.10)."For one attempt to
investigate these relationships ina sample of very young children,see Broman, Nichols, and Kennedy (1975).—3—
low income families fromhigh income families. Clearly, thisis a policy
relevant insight, for publicpolicy often is aimed at lowincomegroups.
Our results indicate that it wouldbe incorrect to formulatepolicies
directed at improving the welfareof children in low income familieson
the basis of empirical results
derived from examining thepopulation at
large.I—1
I.The Model
In this section we outlinean economic model of children's healthand
intellectualdevelopment. The model serves asa vehicle for organizing and
interpreting empirical research witha data set as complex as the Health
Examination Survey. While our modeldraws heavily on analyses of inter—
generatjon transfers by Becker(1967, 1974); Friedman andLeibowitz
(1975); Ishikawa (1975); Beckerand Tomes (1976); and Tomes(1977), one
of its novel aspects is that it
suggests appropriate ways to estimate the
effects of parents' income andother variables on children's healthand
development.
A. General Analytical Framework
To start the analysis,assume that parents trake decisionsover two
periods (0, 1) or stages intheir life cycle. In period 0their children
are completely dependentupon them for financial support, whilein period
1 the children becomefinancially independent. 1 Thetiarents'utilityfuncticn
can be specified as
U=
U(C0,C1, N, Q), (1)
where C0 and
C1 represent their consumption in each period, N istheir
total numberof children, and Q isquality per child.This utility
1For a rrndelof intergenera0 transfers inwhich the Deriod of denendency is treated as an endogenousvariable and associated with yearsof formal schooling completedby children, see Ishikawa (1975).1—2
function embodies the assimiption that.sithin a given family thequality
of each child is the sane.2
Ena general model, child quality woulddepend on the child's expected
lifetimewealth, health, intellectual development, andperhaps other fac-
tors,so that these variables would enter theutility function as separate
argunents.To simplify the analysis and to obtaintestable propositions,
we assume, however, that childquality is determined solely by the child's
lifetime wealth or, equivalently,by the present value of earned and non—
earned income in the period of independence:
Q=B+tq(H, D) . (2)
In this equation B is a financialtransfer or bequest made byparents to
the child at the beginning of theperiod of independence3 and W is the
Presentvalue of earnings, Earningsare assumed to depend cn the sthcks
ofphysical health capital (H) and knowledqeor cognitive development capital
(D) which aretwocompQnents of humancapital,In particular, the marginal
2Fora model in which the quality of each child
in the family can differ, see Becker and Tomes (1976).
They show that quality would tend to beequal- ized acrosschildren in the same family asa result of the first—order eauilibrium conditions in their model.
more plausible assumption is that financialtransfers are made during the period of independence ratherthan at its beginning. This,however, does not affect the analysis if thetax treatment of the transfersare un- changed and if individuals face "good"capital markets. See, for example, Blinder (1973).1—3
products of these stocks(WH = andW= arepositive.4
The amount of health and
development are given by thefollowing iden-
tities (in the absence ofdepreciation)
H=H0+I (3)
D=D0+G , (4)
where H0 is the initial or inheritedstock of health (genetic endowmentof
health) ,Iis net investment in health, is the initial or inherited
stock of development, and C isnet investment in development.5 Tocom-
plete the rudiments of themodel, we specify production functionsof in-
vestments in health and developmentas
I =1CM,F, H0, 0)
C —G(X,F', H0, D0) (6)
4Throughout thispaper, a single capital letter subscriptdenotes a first—orderpartial derivative, while a doublesubscript denotes a second— order partial derivative.Thus,
NHaw/aR, w1D2w/H2,WDH E





H0andas exogenous variables. In a fullmodel they would haveendogenous components that would bedetermined by factors suchas prenatal medical care and parentalcharacteristics.1—4
Inequations (5)and(6), M is a vebtor of endogenous inputs in the health
production function, X is a vector of endogenous inputs inthe development
production function, and F arid F' are vectors ofexogenous variables that
affect the efficiency of the productionprocess. Examples of elements in
theN vector include medical care, nutrition,housing quality, and parents'
time; while examples of elements in the X vector includeschool quality,
home learning aids, and parents' time. Examples ofelements in F and F'
areparents'schooling and parents' age.6 We assume that equations (5)
and(6)do not vary autng children in a given family and furtherthat all
children in a given familyhaveidentical endowments (H0 andD0). These
assumptions insure that the optimal amounts of B, H, and Das well as Q
willbe the sameforall children in the family.7
Note that the initial stocks of health anddevelopment(H0, D0) are
includedin the production functions of both I and G. Whileno assimiption
is made at this time with respect to the directionaleffects of these
initial stocks on I and C, this flexiblespecification allows for a number
of possibilities, For example, the effect of medicalcare inputs on
changes in health may be greater when an individual's stockof health is
at a lower level (i.e.3I/H0 c 0). Or, children with greater inherited
intellectual ability may augment that abilitymore easily (i.e.
6The vectors F and F'might or might not be identical.
71f the productionfunctions and/or initial endowments of childrenvary, B, D, and H would tend to differ aitng children butQwouldnot (see
Becker and Tomes 1976). In future work wemay pursue theoretical and
empirical analyses in which endowmentsvary among children in the same
family.i—S
BG/DQ >Q)•8Further, this specification allows for an interplay between
health and development1 and inparticular, it allows for the possibility
that low initial health levels will affectrealized intellectual ability.9
Parents maximize the utility function givenby equation (1) subject
to the children's quality function[equation (2)] ,theinitial stocks of
health and development, the productionfunctions of health and development




C1(1 +r)1+N[B (1 +r)+pM+qX), (7)
wherer is the rate of interest, p is the price of M,qisthe price of X,
and the quantity B(l +r)+pM+qXis the present value of expenditures
10
per child.
8This assumption ismade by Becker and Tomes (1976). on the otherhand,
Ploom's (1964) findings suggest that the initiallevel of measures such as
height, IQ, andschoolachievement does not affect the rate at whicha child augments these measures.
9Mostof the literature onthe interaction between child health and de-
velopment emphasizes the impact of low levels of investmentsin health at
the preschool stage of the child's lifecycle on subsequent cognitive de-
velopment (for example, Birch and Gussow l970Broman, Nichols, and
Kennedy 1975). to examine the impact of both currentand initial health
on development or to allow for full simultaneitybetween health and de-
velopment, it would be necessary to introducemore than one period of • dependency.
10Fromnow on we treat M and X as scalars rather than vectors.1—6
From the first—order conditions for the maximization ofutility with
respect to C0,C1, N, B, H,and X,1'weobtain
=(q/Q)=(1+r)1. (8)
This is the familiar result (which can be obtaineddirectly by minimizing
the cost of producing a given amount of Q)thatthe ratio of a price of
an input to its marginal product in the Qfunctionmust be equal for all
inputs. In the case of B, the price of B relative to theprice of parents'
current consumption (C0) is (1 +r)because in order to raise B, and
hence Q,byone dollar, C0 must fall by (1 +r)3dollars. The marginal
product of B is constant at one dollar. The cozmrion value of thetwo
equalities in (8) may be interpreted as the marginal cost ofquality,










where U. is the marginal utility of C., A is themarginal utility of wealth,




inputs are chosenj2 Second—order
conditions require that the marginal
products of M and X fall as N and Xincrease, respectively, and that
children's earnings (W) is producedsubject to rising marginal cost.13
To summarize this model, children's wealthat the inception of in-
dependence has a future earnings component anda bequest component.
Parents' investments aimed at increasingchildren's earning power are
subject to decreasing returns, while those thatare in the form of a be-
quest are not. Cost minimization (or utilitymaximization) dictates that
no matter how much wealth (Q) parents wish totransfer to their children,
the amount of earning power or humancapital (w) they will provide is
the same and is totally determinedby the interest rate and the nature
of the marginalcost schedule of W.Put differently, the least—costex-
pansion path of 9isonein which M and X and thereforeH, D, and Wremain
constant.If the optimal level of W is greater thantheir desired 9,
parentssimply leave their children a negative bequest inthe form of net
debts.
12An alternativeinterpretation of equation (8) for the optimalquanti- ties of M and X is that —1and (Q/) —1define the marginal rates
of return on investments in health anddevelopment. In equilibrium these
rates of return must equal the rate of returnon a financial transfer (r).






Theseconditions follow because the utility functionis "weakly separable" in B, N, and X and because themarginal product of B in the pfunctionis Constant 9BB = = =I—8
These ideas are depicted
graphically in Figure 1, which shows the
determinationof the optimal annwits ofQW,andB for three different
families.14The curve labeled MC shows therelationship between wand
the marginal cost of W forcombinations of M aridXthat satisfy
(p/Q)=(q/Q)'5The point at which the MCcurve intersects the hori-
zontal axis, =
W(H0,D0), is that level of lifetime earnings ifno
investments in health anddevelopment are made during theperiod of de-
pendence. Thecurves labeled d1, d2, andd3 depict the relationship
betweenthe marginal benefit of Q(d =
UQ/AN.
whereA is the marginal
utility of wealth) and Qatthree different wealth levels
(S3
> >
Thesefunctions may be interpretedas compensated (utility or real income
constant)demand functions for quality. Theoptimal amount of W always
is given by
Q2,whereMC equals (1 +r)1.The optimal amounts of
14Thisdiagramandourdiscussion of the determination of theoptimal amounts of Q,W,and B are closely related to Fisher's(1930) classic analysisof investment andinterest.
Theprecise nature of the marginal costcurve depends upon the be- havior of marginal productsof inputs in the investmentfunctions and marginal products of stocks in theearnings function. In the diagram we assume diminishing marginalproductivity of inputs(I <0and
<0)and constant marginalproductivity of stocks (WHB =
WDD=0).
Analternative set of assumptions wouldbe constant marginalproductivity of inputs (I = = 0)and diminishingmarginal productivity of stocks
(W
<0andWDD <0).These alternative asstnflptionswould not alter the
sign of the slope of the MC functionand therefore would not alterour basic analysj.s. It also shouldbe notedthat for simplicity ofexposi- tion the marginalcostcurve is drawn asastraight line. In fact, it could take a variety of formsincluding a curve convex to theorigin, acurve concave to the origin,or a straight line.F, U\' t
h+
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Q(Q1,2'andQ3) aredetermined by the intersections of the downward
sloping demandfunctions and the supply curve of Q——the horizontalline
whoseheightequals (1 +r).
For family 2,theintersection ofitsdemandCd2) and supply curves
isat Q2.Sinceis the optimal W for all families, the financial
transfer (B) equals zero for family 2. Family 3 makesa positive finan-
cial transfer equal to distance
Q2Q3,whilefamily 1 makes a negative
financial transfer equal to distanceQ2Q1. Thus, in this model, differ-
encesin human capital of children are determinedsolely by differences
in endowments andinmarginal costs of producing this capital. Differ-
ences among families in their demand for children'squality have no bear-
ing on differences in children's realized human capital.
So far we have assumed that the financial transfercan be positive,
zero, or negative. In analyses of intergenerational transfers thatare
similar to ours, Becker (1967); Friedman and Leibowitz(1975); Ishikawa
(1975); Becker and Tomes (1976); and Tomes (1977)point out that it is
reasonable to impose a solvency constraint, a constraintthat parents
cannot leave debts to their children, or that B >0.In terms of Figure 1,
theimposition of a solvency constraint changes thesupply curve of Qas
follows. The TMconstrained" supply curve coincides withthe MC curve up to
the point where MC =(1+r)1and thereafter is horizontal at (1 +
(schedule ab). The imposition of the solvency constraintdoes not
affect the quantities of Q and W selectedby families 2 and 3, but it does
alter the quantities selected by family 1.Family 1 chooses quality Qj'
whereits demand function intersects the MC function.Since Qjalsogives
the quantity of Vt if B equals zero
(Qj= w) theparents in family 1I —11
choosea larger quantity of Q in the constrainedcase (compare and Qj)
but a smaller quantity of W (compare = andW1 =
Weimpose the solvency constraint in the restof our analysis.16 As
aconsequence, households whose demand functions intersect thesupply func-
tionin its upwardsloning segment 1W0a) willdemand more H, D,X,and M
astheir income rises. That is, weanticipate a positive effect of
parents' income or wealth on child healthor development at relatively low
wealth levels, where B equalszero, but not at relatively high wealth
levels, where B exceeds zero. 17
B.Demand Functions for Health and Development
Theabove framework suggests a two—regime specificationof demand
functions for children's earnings 1W), children'shealth capital (H),
children's development capital CD), andendogenous inputs in the pro-
duction of health and development CM and X).Since we analyze only
health and development empirically in thispaper, hereafter we focus on
the Properties of their demand functionsj8Parents who do not make
financialtransfers totheir children (B =0)are members of Regime 1 and
have demand functions of the fonn
16formally,ifthe constraint is binding, then the equi1ibriircondi-
tionfor B is replaced by the inequality(tJQ/XN) C(1+ r)1
17Forsimilar conclusions, see Becker (1967);Friedmanand Leibowitz
(1975); Ishikawa (1975); Becker andTomes(1976); and Tomes (1977).
18Foran analysis of input demand functions, see Edwards andGrossman (1976).I —1.2
H = Cs, p,q, F, F', H0, D0) (9)
ID =(s, p,q, F, F' ,H0,D0)
. (10)
Parents who do make positive financial transfers to theirchildren (B>0)
aremembers of Regime 2 and have demand functions of the form
H = Cr,p, q, F, F', H0, D0) (11)
D =
V2Cr,p, q, F, F', H0, D0) (12)
These demand functions are reduced formequations in the sense that the
marginal cost of W has been replaced by its determinants(p, q, F, F', H0,
and D0).
We have already pointed out that parents' incomeor wealth (5) has a
positive effect on I-I or D for membersofRegime 1, but not for members of
Regime 2. With respect to the rate of interestCr), itis obvious from
Figure 1 that an increase in r raises children'squality CQ), lowers chil-
dren's earnings (W), and lowers H and ID formexTibers of Regime 2, but has
noeffect on these variables for members ofRegime 1.I —13
Thesix remaining variables enter the demandfunctions for Band D
inboth regimes: two input prices Cmandq), twoefficiencymeasures
(F and F'), and two endowment measures(H3 and D0). In general, the
direction of the effect of anyofthese variables is the same in each
regime, although the magnitude of the effect differs.For exazrnle, in
thedemand curve f or H, the own input price(p)effectis negative, the
own efficiency (F) effect is Positive, and theown endowment (H0) effect
is positive. The signs of thecross input price (a),cross efficiency
(F') ,andcross endowment (Do)effectsare ambiguous. Similar state-
ments canbe made with regard to own and cross effects ineach regime's
demand curve for
Asan illustration of how differences can arisein the maGnitude of ef-
fects of comori determinants of if or D inthe two regimes, consider the simple
model depicted in ?igure 2. The demandcurveforQofa family in Regime
1 is given by d1, while thecorresponding demand curve of a familyin
Regime 2 is given by d2. Each family has the sanemarginal cost curve
An increase in efficiency or a reduction ininput prices would
cause the upward sloping segment of the marginal costcurve to rotate to
the right from W0a toW0a'. Family 1 would increase its optimal amount
of 0 or W from=to =
W.Family2would increase its optimal
amount of ic fromto W, but would not change its optimal amountof Q.
Althoughboth families would demand more W, theexpansion would be greater
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5. Visual and hearing acuity, as defined above.
fficiency in the production of bothtynesof children's human capi-
tal is measured by the parents' educational attainment (FIEDUCATand
FEDUCAT)•16 Since mothers traditionallyspend more time with children
thandofathers, MEDUCAT should have a greater effect in the reduced form
ecruations than FEDUCAT (as measures solely of inherited IQ, they would be
expected to have equal effects).
Information about the prices of the inputs in the health and develop-
ment production functions is difficult to obtain for the Cycle II data set.
There are no direct measures of relevant prices such as the price of medi-
cal care or the price of parents' time (or their wage rates). Moreover,
since the precise locality of each observation cannot be identified, it
is not possible to estimate these prices with local market data. There-
fore, we use a set of crude proxy variables to control partially for these
prices.
To control for price variation due to region andsizeof place of
residence, we enter a set of three region dunmiy variables (denoted NEAST,
MWEST, SOUTH) and four sizes of place variables (denoted UflBl, URB2, URB3,
NURE).Information about whether or not the child's vision has been cor-
rected (SEEG, NSEEG) provides some indication of the price of medical care.
To hold constant the cost of the mother's time (probably one of the most in—
nortantinputsin both the health anddevelopmentfunctions), we control for
theprimary activityofthe mother (full—time work,part—timework,or no
16The literature on householdproduction functions comnonly treats paren-
tal education as an efficiency variable.I —16
Toconclude, our model has an important implication for theestimation
of demand curves for children's health andintellectualdevelopment.
Besides suggesting the relevant explanatoryvariables, it calls attention
tothe need forallowing for interactions between parents' income,clearly
animportant determinant of the relevant regime, anddeterminantsof the
marginalcost schedule of children's earnings.II —1
II. Data and Estimation
Actual estimation of the relationships represented byequations (9)
through(12) is conditioned bythenature of the data. In this section we
describe our data set, specify which empiricalmeasures will be used to
represent the theoretical variables in (9) through (12)
,andoutline the
statisticaltechniques to be used for estimation.
A. The Data
Our data set is Cycle II ofthe U.S. Health Examination Survey (BEE)
conductedby the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).CycleII
is a nationally representative sample of 7,119 childrenaged six to eleven
years examined over the 1963—65 period.1 This sample is an exceptionally
rich source of information about children'shealth, their intellectual de-
velopment, and the characteristics of their families. Morespecifically,
the data comprise complete medical anddevelopmental histories of each child
provided by the parent, information on family socioeconomiccharacteristics,
birth certificate information, and a schoolreport with data on school
performance and classroom behavior provided by teachers or other school
off icials. Most imrcrtant, there are objective measures of healthfrom
detailed physical examinations and scores on psychological(including
vocabulary and achievement) tests. The physical examinations andthe
osychological tests were administered by the Public Health Service.
A1thouh the sample contains children of allraces, for three reasons
we restrict ouranalysisto white children only. First, this procedure
'For a fulldescription of the sample, the sampling technique, and the datacollection, see NCHS (196Th).II —2
avoids the problem associated with alleged "culturalbiases" in IQ and
achievement tests. Second, in preliminary estimates of equations (9)
through (12), it was found that the hypothesis of equality between sets
ofcoefficients for whites andblackswasrejected. Therefore, these
groupscouldnot be pooled for purposes of estimation. Third, the black
sample alone is toosmallto allow for reliable coefficient estimates.2
Oursample is limited furtherby excluding children who do not live with
bothof their natural or adopted parents or for whom there weremissing
3
data.The resulting subsample reported on here contains 3,608 children.
A caveat concerning the use ofthe modeldeveloped in Section I for
the analysisof children's health andintellectual development in Cycle
IIof the lIESisthe following: the model andits predictions apply to
children'shealth anddevelopment at the age of independence rather than
tochildren inmid—childhood.This discrepancy does not undermine the
usefulnessof our model as long as there are no systematic differences
across families in the time paths of htmtan capital formation. Given
such an assumption, our basic predictions will hold equally well for the
six to eleven year—old cohort as foryoung adults at the onset of
independence.
B. Variable Measures
themeasurement (and even the definition) of the theoretical variables
that we wish to study——children's health andintellectualdevelopment—-is
a formidable task, Indeed, the measurement of these variables has been the
2The full Cycle IIsample contains 6,100 whites, 987 blacks, and32
"others."
3Natural parents cannotbe distinguishedfrom adopted parents. Our
procedure eliminates children who live with foster parents, stepparents,
guardians, or single, widowed, or divorced parents. It is designed to
control for the effects of marital instability. We also exclude the 72
children who turned twelve by the time they had been examined.II —3
subject of a large literature. Our actualchoices of measures will be
determined primarily by the data available inCycle II and will be
guided by the existing literature.
1. Measures of Health
The issue of how to measure children's health isvery much an unresolved
one, even among professionals in the area of public health.4 Mostrecent
studies of children's health have useddata taken from one or more
•of the following categories: measures ofdisability, measures related to
the incidence of abnormal conditions, andmeasures derived from parental
assessments of children's health (for example, Wallace 1962;Mechanic 1964;
Mindlin and Lobach 1971; Talbot, Kagan, andEisenberg 1971; Kaplan, Lave, and
Leinhardt 1972; Hu 1973; Schack and Starfield 1973;Kessner 1974; Haggerty,
Roghmann and Pless 1975; Inman 1976),Althoughwe plan to follow the precedent
of these earlier studies, some of the abovemeasures (disability and the
incidence of certain physical conditions) are notentirely appropriate
to our model because our health variable refers to thechild's "permanent"
stateof health rather than short—run deviations from that"permanent"
state.5 Much childhooddisability results from the natural sequence of child-
hood diseasesand acute conditions which do not reflect on the child's
"permanent"state of health.6
4mis is true notonly for children's health, but also for adult's health,
Sullivan(1966) ,Berg(1973) ,andWare (1976) discuss thegeneral issue of
measuringhealth, and Starfield (1975) and Schack and Starfield (1973) focus
on the specific problem of measuring children's health.
5By "permanent" state of healthwe mean the child's prospect for life
preservation and normal functioning.
60fcourse, there is a positive correlation between the two in the sense thata child with poor "permanent" health is more likely to contract acute
conditions and to have them for a more extended time period. Forexample,
Birch and Gussow (1970) discuss how nutrition (clearlya determinant of
permanent health status) and disease are intimately related.II —4
The ideal measure of "permanent' health from an empirical persnec-
tive is a single measure that appropriately sinmarizes all available
and relevantinformation. Health, however, is clearly a multidimensional
concept. A single index is not feasible and would not be desirable from a
medical point of view. In particular, even if it were clear what the
components of such an index should be, there would be no agreement about the
weights assigned to each component. In the case of children's health, the
derivation of such weights would be especially complicated becausesome of
the components would be development—related: a given observation might
indicatelow health capital at one stage of development but not
atanother stage of development. Finally, although a single health status
index would be conceptually neat, it is possible that the variouscomponents
of health will be differentially affected by the socioeconomic factors.
Analysis of a set of components rather than a single index will allow us to
detect such differential effects.
The set of measures we use are height, the peridontal index, the number
of decayed teeth, and the parents' assessment of the child's health.7 These
are described below.
7We selected healthmeasures from the HES based on the advice of John
NcNamara, M.D., Assistant Professor of Public Health and Pediatrics at
ColumbiaUniversity School of Public Health and Associate Coitmtissioner in
theNew York City Department of Health; RoyBrown,M.D., Associate Professor
ofCommunity Medicine and Pediatrics at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine
ofthe City University of New York; arid Thomas Travers, D.D.S., Director
of lunbulatoryCare in the NewYorkCity Department of Health.II —S
1. I}mIGHT, children's height standardized by themean and standard
deviation of height for each age-sex grout.8 Height isa standard
indicator of children's nutritional status, andgood nutrition is
an obvious and natural vehicle for maintaining children's health
(for examole NCHS l975b).
2.IPERI, the child's peridonta]. index, which is a goodoverallindex
of oral health as well as a positive correlate of nutrition
(Russell 1956). Due to the significantage trend in this vari-
able (NCHS l972b) ,itis standardized by age in the sanemanner
as IHEIGHT. Higher values of IPERI indicatepoorer oral health.
3.IDECAY, the number of decayed nrimarv and permanentteeth, ad-
justed for age and sex as is IHEIGHT. IDECAY is asupplemental
measure of oral health and also reflects nutritional status.
Higher values of IDECAY indicate poorer oral health.
4.PFHEALTH, a dichotomous variable that indicates the parents'
assessmentof the child's current state of health. PFHEALTH
equals one when parents assess the child's health aspoor or
fair and equals zero if they assess it as goodor very good.
2. Measures of Intellectual Development
Three measures of intellectual development are used torepresent intellec-
tual development capital (D):an IQ measure derived from two subtests from
8
It is well—known (for example, Bloom 1964) that physicalgrowth rates
differ by age and sex. For any observation IIIGHT is thedifference be-
tween the child's actual height and the mean height for hisor her age—
sex group divided by the standard deviation of height for thatage—sex
group. If the actual height of each age—sex group is normally distributed,
this standardized measure could be directly translated intothe child's
height percentile.II —6
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (denoted WISC),9 andreading
andarithmetic test scores on the Wide Range Achievement (denoted RWRAT
and AWRAT,respectively)J0 Manypersons have criticized these measures
ofintellectual development, but even more have used them to conduct
empiricalanalyses (for example, the studies cited in Averch et al. 1972).
We distinguish between reading and arithmeticachievement because
of evidence that among various school achievement measures mathematical
achievement is the most important determinant of earnings (Ashenfelter
and Mooney1968; Kenny 1977). Achievement rather than IQ would seen to
be most appropriate for our purposes since we wish to measure intellec-
tual development rather than innate ability. It is, however, intellec-
tual development at the onset of independence that is desired, and since
IQhas been found to be a good predictor of success at school (forex-
ample, Carroll 1973), we use WISC andcurrentachievement (RWRAT and
AWRAT) as alternative measures of D. All three measures are scaled to
9TheWechsler Intelligence Scale for Children is a common IQ test, similarto (and highly correlated with results from) the Stanford—
Binet IQ test. The full test consists of twelve subtests, butonly
two of these (vocabulary and block design) were administered in the
HES. The possible difficulties in the estimation of full scaleIQ fromthese twosubtestsis examinedin NCHS (l972b). For a full dis-
cussion of all psychological tests administered in theHES, see NCHS
(1966).
10
. TheWide Range Achievement Test is a single test that can begiven
to children of varying ages. In particular, the same testwas given to
all of the 7,119 children in the sample.(Only twelve—year olds, who
are excluded from our basic sample, were given a different version of
WRAT..)The twotests used here were found to "...havereasonably
goodconstructvalidity as judged by their relationship to conventional
achievement tests (NCHS l967b)."II —7
have means of 100 and standard deviations of 15 for eachage—group (four—
monthcohortsareusedfor WISC and six-month cohorts are used for IRAT
andAWRAT).
3. Explanatory Variables
Theexplanatory variables in the reduced form equations are health
anddevelopmentendowments, prices of the composite health and develop-
Inent inputs, measures of efficiency in the production of healthand
development capital, family income, and the rate of return on financial
investments.The rate of return on financial investments is assumed to
be constant for all members of our sample. Measures ofthe other theo-
retical variables are described below and are definedprecisely in
Table 1. The table also contains definitions of theseven dependent
variables described above.
The health endowment of the child is represented by thefollowing
11
measures:
1. Birth weight, measured by the dichotomous variable LIGHT.A
child is considered to have low birth weight if heor she
weighs less than 2,500 grams at birth.
2. Mother's age at the time of birth, represented by threedummy
variables (LMAG, HMAG3S, and HMAG4O). Mother'sage at the
time of birth is considered an endowment measure because
relativelyolder mothers have been found to have a greater
frequency of infants in poor health, while relativelyyoung
mothers arelikelyto have "unwanted" births and consecuently
receive poorer prenatal care.
mentioned in Section I, a number ofthehealth and development









IHEIGHT Height, standardized by the mean and standard 3
deviation of one—year age—sex cohorts
IPERI Peridontal index, standardized by the mean 3
and standard deviation of one—year age
cohorts
IDECAY Number of decayed primary andpermanentteeth, 3
standardized by the mean andstandarddevia-
tionof one—year age—sex cohorts
PFHEALTH Dummy variable that equals one if parental 1
assessmentof child's healthis floor or
fair and zero if assessment is good or
very good
WISC Child'sIQ as measured by vocabulary and 4
blockdesign subtests of the Wechsler
IntelligenceScale for Children, standard-
ized by the mean and standard deviation of
four-month age cohorts
RWRAT Child's reading achievement as measured by the 4
Wide Range Achievement Test, standardized by
the mean and standard deviationof six—month
agecohorts
AWRAT Child's arithmetic achievement as measured by 4
the Wide Range Achievement Test, standardized
by the mean and standard deviation of six—
monthage cohorts
LIGHT Dummy variable that ecuals one if child's 2 + birthweight is under 2,500 grams
LMAG Dummy variablethat equals one ifthe mother 1
wasless than 20 years old at birth of child





(where Name Definition Sourcearelevant)
1Th1A535 Dunry variable that equals one if the mother 1
wasmore than 35 years old at birth of child
i1AG4O Dummy variable that ecuals one if the mother 1
was 40 years old or more at birth of child
FYPH Dummy variable that equals one if child's 1
health at one year was floor or fair, and
zero if it was good
MBFED umsnvvariable that equals one if the child 1 +
wasbreast—fed
IIAR Dummy variable that equals one if hearing 3
is abnormal and zero otherwise
ABN Dummy variable that equals one if the physi— 3
cian finds a "significant abnormality" in
examining the child (other than an abnormal-
ity resulting from an accident or injury)
SEES Dumrrv variable that equals one if binocular 3 + distancevision is abnormal and child —
usuallywears glasses
NSEEG Dummy variable that equals one if binocular 3 Visionis normal and child usually wears
glasses
SEENC Dtnnmy variable that equals one if binocular 3 visionis abnormaland the child doesnot
wear glasses
DUCAT Years of formal schooling completed by mother 1
FEDUcAT Years of formal schooling completed by father 1
FLANG Dummyvariable that equals one when a foreign 1 +
languageisspoken in the home





Name Definition a (where
Source
FIT -.Dummyvariable that equals one if child is 1 +
thefirst born in the family
TWIN Dummyvariable that equals one if child is 1
a twin
NEAST Dtznmyvariables that equal one if child lives 1
MWEST inNortheast, Midwest, or South, respectively
SOUTH
URB1 Dummy variables that ecual oneifchildlives 1
URB2 in an urban area with a nopulation of 3 nil—
URB3 lion or more (URBl); in an urban area with a
NUR? population between 1 million and 3 nillion
(URB2); in an urban area with a ponulation
less than1 million (URB3); or in a non—
rural andnon—urbanizedarea (NIJRB); omitted
classis residence in arural area
MWORKPT Dwninv variables that equal one if the mother 1
MWORn'T works part—time or full—time, respectively
KIND Dummyvariable that equals one if child at— 1










FINC Continuous family income computed by assign—
inq midpoints to the folliing closed income
intervals, $250 to the lowest interval, and











MALE Dtrnny variable that equals one if child is
male
1 t
LESS2O Nixnber of persons in the household 20 years
of age or less
1 —II —12
Footnotes to TABLE1
aThe sources are 1 =medicalhistory form completed by parent, 2 =birth certificate, 3 =physicalexamination, 4 =psychologicalexamination, 5 =schoolform.
b
A positive sign means that the variableis expected to have a positive
effect on a positive correlate of child healthor intellectual development;
a negative sign miKs a corresponding predictednegative effect.
general it is difficult to make predictions about thedirections of
effects of proxies for endowments,efficiency, and input prices. One con-
sideration is that an increase in a healthendowment, for example, might
lower efficjenc', in the production functionof investment in health. If
so, investhent would tend to fall, while the final stockof health might
increase, remain constant, or decrease. A secondconsideration is that
most of the proxies are correlated with bothhealth and development
endowments, health and development efficiency,or health and develooment
input prices. Given that crossendowment, cross efficiency, and cross
input price effects cannot be signeda priori the effects of theseproxy measures also cannot be predicted a priori. Thesigns in the table are based on two assumptions:Cl) the own endowment effect is positive,and
(2) the cross effect does not outweigh theown effect if the two go in
opposite directions.
dsthject to the modificationsin note c, the effect of MEDUCATor FEDUCAT
would be positive if the price of timewere held constant and ambiguous if it were not.II —13
3. The child's health at one'rear, measured by a dummy variable
indicating the parents' assessment of the child'shealth at
oneyear (denoted FYPH).
4.Whether or not the child was breast—fed (denotedMBFED)
5. Hearing acuity, measured by a dichotomousvarjje that indicates
whetheror not the child has normal hearing in his bestear
(denoted IHEAR)
6. Overall diagnostic imPressions of the physicianconcerning
whether or not the child had any "significantabnormal-
ities." Our variable (AnN) is a dur!miy variablethat takes
the value one when such abnormalitiesare present.
7. Visual acuity, measured by a set ofdummy variables indi-
cating whether or not the child has noor vision14 and if
child is defined here to have "normal"hearing iftheaverage thresh- old decibelreading of the child in his best ear over therange of SOD,
1,000, and 2,000 cycles per second (c,o.s.) is 15or lower. 500, 1,000, and
2,000 c.p.s. are the frequencies that occur rtstfreauently in normal speech. Athreshold of less than 15 decibels above audjometriczero at these fre- quencies is classified as corresponding to "no significantdifficulty with faint speech" by the Connittee on Conservation ofHearing of the American
Academy of Ophthalmojoqv and Otolaryngologs' (NCHS 1970a).
131ndefining ABN, we exclude abnormalities resulting from accidentsor injuriesbecause these cannot be treated as endowments. Theremaining ab- normalitiesare classified as heart disease (congenital or accuired);neuro- logical, muscular, or joint conditions; othercongenital abnormalities1 and other major diseases.
141nCycleII the children were examined without glasses. A childis de-
fined here to have "normal" binocular vision if hisor her binocular dis-
tance acuity is 20/30 or better (NCHS l972a).XI —14
ithas been corrected (SEEG,NSEEC, SEEflG). Although, strictly
speaking,information about the correction ofvisual defects
cannot be included in an endowmentvariable, such information
does provide some evidence about theprice ofmedical care,
oneof our other explanatory variables.
The develoontent endowment isrepresented by the following variables:
1. Mother's and father's educationalattainment (denoted MEDUCAT
and FEDUCAT, respectively). Parents'educational attainment
isa crude proxy measure of the child's inherited
intelligence.
2. A dummy variable indicating whetheror not a foreign language
issooken in the home (denoted FLANG). Thisfactor could con-
tribute either positively ornegatively to the child's intel-
lectual endowment.
3. Two dummy variablesmeasuring asoects of birth order-—one in-
dicating whether the child is the first born inthe family
(denoted FIRST) and one indicating ifthe child is a twin
(denoted TWIN). Everything elseequal, more parental time is
available to first born children andnon—twins than to later
children or twins.
4. Birth weight as defined above.Since birth weight is partially
determinedby maternal health and nutritionduring pregnancy,
itis frequently used as a crude indexof overall fetal de-
velopment (including brain development).15
t5See Birchand Gussow (1970). Anotheraspect of educational endowment ispubliclvsuppljed school quality. In futurework we hope to supplement the datawith measures of school quality.II —15
S. Visual and hearing acuity, as defined above.
Efficiency in the production of both tynes of children'shtmaan capi-
tal ismeasured by the parents' educational attainment (tDUCATand
FEDUCAT) 16 Since mothers traditionally spend more time withchildren
than do fathers, ?€DUCAT should have a greater effect inthe reduced form
equations than FEDUCAT (as measures solely of inherited IQ, they would be
expected to have equal effects).
Information about the prices of the inputs in the health and develoz,—
ment production functions is difficult to obtain for theCycle It data set.
There are no direct measures of relevant prices such as theprice of medi-
cal care or the price of parents' time (or theirwage rates). Moreover,
since the precise locality of each observation cannot beidentified, it
is not possible to estimate these prices with local marketdata. There-
fore, we use a set of crude proxy variables to control partially for these
prices.
To control for price variation due to region and size of place of
residence, we enter a set of three region dummy variables (denotedNEAST,
MWEST, SOUTH) and four sizesof placevariables (denoted URB1, URB2, URB3,
Nun?). Information about whether or not the child's vision has beencor-
rected (SEEG, NSEEG) provides some indication of the price of medicalcare.
To hold constant the cost of the mother's time (probably one of themost in-
portant inputs in both the health anddevelopment functions), we control for
theprimary activity of the mother (full—time work, nart—timework,or no
16Theliterature on household production functions commonly treatsparen-
tal education as an efficiency variable.II —16
work, denoted by the dummy variables MWOR1'T andMWORKPT). Everything else
equal, mothers with higher oPportunity costsare more likely to work in the
labor market (and to work longer hours).17The cost of time, both of
motherswho work and those who do not, might also berelated to their
schooling (MEDUCAT).18 A similar comment applies withrespect to the cor-
relation betweeen the father's price of time andhis schooling (FEDUCAT).
The final input price proxy is a dummy variablethat indicates whether the
child attended kindergarten ornursery school (denoted KIND). We assume
that the likelihood of kindergarten attendanceis negatively related to the
price of this type of schooling and positively relatedto the value of the
mother's time.
Family income is represented by FINC, a continuous incomevariable
computed by assigning midpoints to the incomeclasses reported in Cycle
Finally, two additional variables are included. Thefirst, a dummy
variable indicating whether or not the child ismale (denoted MALE)
,holds
17We overlookproblems with selectivity bias, which are discussedin de-
tail by Gronau (1974). We have informationon the primary activity of the mother at the time of thesurvey, but do not know how many years she has
worked. The latter factor might be related inpart to the mother's age at the birth of the child,
18See 1-lecknan(1974) for evidence that the mother'spotential market wage
rate and the "shadow value" of her timeare positively related to her school-
ing.
19Since thisfamily income measure does not hold constant themother's labor force status and the father'sexperience,weexperimented with an incomemeasure that held these twofactorsconstant. The adjusted income variable was very highly correlated withFINC (the correlation coefficient wasgreater than .99)and the regression results were not alteredwhen ad- justedincome was used in place of FINC.Therefore, we report results
based only on the use of FINC in thispaper.11 —17
constantpossible sex differences in parents' desired child quality20 and
isincluded when estimates are reported for both sexes combined.The
second is a measure of family size (denoted LESS2O) Although our
model does not call for the latter variable in the reduced form(it is
simultaneously determined with child quality), it is among our explanatory
variables for the following reason.Family size is not determined with
perfect certainty. The resulting random variations in the actual number
ofchildren will generate adjustments in final child quality. Forex-
ample, when a family has more than the desired number of children, this
increases the relative price of child quality and leads to a downward ad-
justment in desired child quality.22 Thus, we expect children in large
families to have lower H and 1).
Thaabovevariabledefinitions are summarized in Table 1, along with
predicted variable effects in the reduced form. Means andstandarddevia-
tions of the variables areshownin Table 2.
C. Estimation Method
Therelationship summarized byequations (9) and (11) or (10) and
(12)can be written as:
20See Ben—Porath and Welch (1976)for a discussion of this possibility.
21LE3S20 does notmeasure comoleted family size, but rather the number
ofpersons in the household younger than 20 years at the time of the Cycle
II interview. Therefore, LESS2O may overstate or understatecompleted family size. The meanvalueof LESS2O in our sample (3.6) may seem highs
but it must be remembered that this figure is computed from asample of
children, not from a sample of families. In general the mean computed
froma sample of children will be larger than that computed from a sample
of families for two reasons. First, families with no children do not
appear in a sample of children, but they do appear in a sample of families.
Second, annng families with children, the probability of any family being
represented in a sample of children is greater the more children in the
family, whereas the probability of any family being represented in a sample
of families is independent of thenumberofchildren in that family.
22See Becker and Lewis(1973).II —18
TABLE 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Dependent andIndependent
Variables, Whites, Ages 6—11, Mother and Father Present
(N =3608)









































Y.a+5X. +u , jamernberof Regime 1 j 1 1 j
(13)
Y, =a +5 X, +u , jamemberofRegjme2 2 2j
wherej ranges from 1 to n. In (13), Y,representh the 1th observation on
either of the dependent variables,
X. represents the th vector ofobserva..
tions on the independentvariables, a1 anda2 are constant terms, B, and
are vectors of coefficients, and
u1. and u2. are independent,normally
distributederror terms with zero means arid identical variances.23The
two regimesare defined by the solvency constrainton the financial bequest:
Regime 1 denotes the set of observationsfor which the constraint is effec-
tive (B. =0)and Regime 2 denotes thoseobservations for which the con-
straint isineffective (B. >0).In this context, the major predictions
ofSection I are restated as follows:
a1 and are different fron
a2
and and the element of that is the coefficient of income willbe
positive while the corresponding elementof will be zero.24
23Weoverlook the dichotomous nature ofone of the dependent variables (Pnizzwri-j).Inprinciple an aPPropriate transformation,such as a logit transformation, should be introduced here, butwe have not done so in the results renorted in Section lix.
24Withrespect to coefficients of variables other thanincome,our model predicthdifferences between regimes but doesnot identify the regime in which the effect will be larger. Evenif we had enough additional infor-
mation to make predictionsaboutrelativemagnitudes (see Section I, note 21), these predictions mightbealtered bythe possibility that our mea- suresof health and intellectualdevelopment are nonlinear transformations
of the theoretical variables, H andID.Note,however, that this measure-
ment problem does not alter the
prediction concerning the effects of income in the two regimes. Fora nnre complete discussion of thispoint, see Edwards and Grossman (1976).II —21
Estimation of equation (13) would be straightfo,aif we could
identifywhich observations belong in each ofthe two regimes.25 In
ourdata, however, there is no direct way to doso. An alternative
Procedure would be to estimate B (which fromFigure 1 can be seen to
depend on those factors which determine the locationof the demand and
marginal cost curves of children's quality) anduse the estimated value
of B to classify observations. But again, thisprocedure requires in-
formation about the value of B, at least fora subset of observations.
Another tactic is to note that among the determinants ofB, it seems
likelythat variations in income will cause thegreatest amount of varia-
tion in B. This suggests the simple, thoughadmittedly crude, procedure
of classifying observations by family income.26
We estimate the relations in equation (13)using this simple clas-
sification scheme. The two sthsaxnplesare children whose families
have an annual income of under $7,000 andthose whose families have
an annual income of $7,000 or more.Although $7,000 is not the most
obvious cutoff noint to use toidentify the regimes,27 we use it for
25Even in thiscase, however, there is the possibility that in each of
the two regimes the error term would be correlatedwith some of the inde-
pendent variables, leading to biased coefficient estimates.For a similar
point in the context of the estimation of searatefertility demand func-
tions for women who work and women who do notwork, see Willis (1973).
26Theappropriate estimation procedure for this type oftwo—regime model in the absence of direct information forclassifying observations into
regimes is the 'switching of regimes" model described in Goldfeldand Quandt
(1973). The application of this statisticalmodel to our estimation problem
is discussed in Edwards and Grossman (1976).We do not use this technique
here because it is very expensive.
27LansingandSonuist (1969) find thatabout 30 percent of families re- ceive art inheritance. If this samepercentage were applied to our sample this would irnolyan income cutoff somewhere in the $7,000 to $10,000 interval
(47 percent of our sample has family income of$7,000 or more and 22 percent
has family income of $10,000 or more). Sucha cutoff would be infeasible
withourdata set.II —22
severalreasons. First, this cutoff pointseparates our data into two
roughlyequal subsamples, so that standarderrors of coefficient esti-
mates in each regine will not differdue to differences in sample sizes.
Second, since ourobsenatjoconsist of families withyoung children,
the current income of these familiesis likely to understate their life-
time wealth (relative to thePopulation at large). If one
takesaccountof this understatement, the top 50percentof our sample
may correspondto the top, say, 40 percent of thepopulation at large.
Third, preliminary estimates of equation (13)using, alternately, ob-
servations with annual incomegreater thanorequalto$7,000 and those
with annual incomes greater thanor equal to $10,000 showed that theco-
efficient estimates for these twosubsainples do not greatly differ
(although, of course, their standarderrors are larger for the higher in-
come class). Finally, many personsare interested in the behavior of low
income groups, and public policy oftenis aimed at these groups.Hence,
we choose a $7,000 cutoff point becauseestimates derived from the re-
sulting pair of income classes will bemore useful for policy—makers in
the fields of children's health and
intellectual development than those
derived from a $10,000 cutoff point.
Means and standard deviations of allvariables in each of the two
subsamolesare shown in Table 3. A cursory examinationof this table
reveals that there are indeed imoortantdifferences between these two
groups with respect to both the dependent andindependent variables.II —23
TABLE3
Meansand Standard Deviations of Denendent andIndependent Variables,
Whites, Ages 6—11, Mother and Father Present
Income< 7000a Income> 7000b
Variable Mean
Standard Standard
IHEIG1-IT —.0869 .9687 .1896 .9468
IPEPI .0790 1.1126 —.1681 .8002
IDECAY .1226 1.0750 —.2691 .7866
PFHEALT}j .0580 .2338 .0254 .1575
WISC 99.3097 13.0889 107.4176 13.6436
RWRAT 99.6754 13.7437 106.6246 12.7786
A1RAT 100.1884 13.6789 105.7785 11.8497
LIGHT .0596 .2368 .0474 .2126
LMAG .0963 .2951 .0405 .1972
HNAG35 .1043 .3057 .1074 .3062
HMAG4O .0362 .1868 .0254 .1575
FYPH .0963 .2951 .0706 .2562
MBFED .3092 .4623 .2915 .4546
IHEAR .0075 .0860 .0040 .0635
ABI4 .0043 .0651 .0017 .0416
SEEG .0553 .2287 .0879 .2832
NSEEG .0431 .2030 .0434 .2038
SEENG .0442 .2055 .0526 .2234









MEDUCAT 10.1985 2.7935 12.3730 2.2027
FEDUCAT 9.7286 3.2953 12.9346 2.7647
FLANC .1251 .3309 .0769 .2665
FIRST .2869 .4524 .2921 .4548
TWIN .0165 .1274 .0307 .1724
NEAST .1937 .3953 .2869 .4524
MWEST .3225 .4676 .3331 .4715
SOUTH .2342 .4236 .1145 .3185
.1346 .3414 .2649 .4414
URB2 .0793 .2703 .1758 .3808
tJRB3 .1703 .3760 .1938 .3954
.1799 .3842 .1180 .3227
MwomcpT .1426 .3498 .1319 .3384
MW0RT .1213 .3266 .1550 .3620
KIND .6275 .4836 .8427 .3642
FINCC 4.6281 1.6811 11.3048 3.7928
MALE .4944 .5001 .5304 .4992





Ordinary least scuares estimates of the reduced formequations for
the dependent variables ccisc, RWRAT, AWRAT,IHEIGHT,IPERI,IDECAY, and
PFHEALTH for each income class annear in Tables A—ithrough A—7inthe
Anpendix. In discussing these results we focus firston the basic
hypotheses generated by the theoretical model and secondon snecific
findings concerning the effects of the exnlanatory variables andhow
these effects differ for the two income classes.All of our euatjons are
estimated for males and females separatelyas well as for both sexes
pooled. Only the pooled results are discussed indetail, however, be-




There are two nrimary predictions qenerated by the model:the sets
of coefficients in the two reqimes will differ; and thefamily income
variable will have a positive effect in Regime 1 andno effect in Regime
2.There is also the rncrefundamental prediction that the set of
explantvariables suggested by the model do succeed inexplain-
ing a significant portion of the variance in the health anddevelopment
variables.The latter prediction is clearly supported byour results.
Adjusted R2's range from a hiqh of .238 (for WISC in the lowerincome
class) to a low of .025 (for IHEIGHT in the upper incomeclass). Even
1Estimates bysex are shown in Tables A—B through A-14111 —2
the lowest of these B2's is
statistically significant at the 1 percent
levelof significance. Thus, eventhough the explanatory variablesare
insome cases imperfect proxies for the desiredtheoretical variables,
taken as a set they do have asignificant impact on our health and de-
velopment measures.
The prediction of two distinctregimes or two different relation-
ships between each of our health anddevelopment variables and the set
of explanatory variables is alsogenerally supported by our results
(see Table 4)•2 Statisticallysignificant differences in the sets of
efficients for the two income classesare reported for RWRAT, AWRAT,
IHEIGHT, IDECAY, and PFHEALTH. Onlyfor IPERIand WISC are the differ-
ences in coefficients not significant.Although these results cannot
becharacterized as "unanimous"supportfor the basic structure ofour
model,they do constitute stronger verification thanmay be initially
apparent. The two income classes used hereare unlikely to coincide
completelywith the two regimes specifiedby the model. The resulting
misclassification of observations willtend to bias the coefficient in
the two income classes towardsequality, making it more difficult to
obtain significantly differentcoefficient in the two income classes
even though such differences do exist in thetwo regimes. We observe
2The "F" testspresented here cannot prove the validity ofour model because there are alternative explanatj
for finding significant dif-
ferences between coefficients in thetwo regimes. For example, the truerelationship between B (or D) and the set ofexplanatory variables could beidentical in the two regimes, but differentestimates still could be generated if ourproxy measures of H (or D) are nonlinear
transformations of its true value.III —3
TABLE 4












aCl value forF301000 is 1.47 at
the 5 percent level of significance.III —4
significant differences in coefficientsfor five of oursevenvariables
despite this bias towards finding no suchdifference.
The final prediction of ourmodel—-thatincome will have a positive
effect on health or development for
families in Regime 1 (our lower in-
come class) andno effect in Regime 2(our upper income class)——doesnot
receive strong support in ourresults.Even though the income coefficients
are uniformly lowerin the upper income class than inthe lower income
class, only for the two achievementmeasures (AWRAT and RWRAT)dowe ob-
serve the predicted pattern of income coefficients(see Table 5). For
both of these dependent variables, incomehas a positive, significant
inpact for lower income families anda nonsignificant impact for upper in-
come families. For the other dependentvariables, family income is either
statistically significant in both income classes(WISO, IPERI, and IDECAY)
or in neither income class (IREIcjrr andPFHEALTH).
One likely explanation for the significantcoefficients in the upper
income class is the previously mentionedbias resulting from the mis-
classification of observations. Inparticular, it is likely that members
of Regime 1 areerroneously included in the over $7,000 incomeclass,
causing an upward bias in the coefficient ofFINC for that class. The
plausibility of this explanationis confirmed by an additionaltest. In
the upper income class we replacethe continuous income variable FINC
with two dummy variablesindicating whether the family had income of
$10,000 and over, or of $15,000 andover. These dummy variables allow
for a nonlinear income effect in theupper income class. In no case was


































asource. Apoendix, Tables Al —A7.F statistics in
parentheses. The critical F value at the 5 percent level
of significance is 2.69 on a one—tailed test.In —6
$15,000; and only for WISC and IDECAY did income have a significant mar-
ginal effect when it exceeded $10,000. Thus, for those observations in
the upper income class which have higher incomes——the very observations
most likely to actually belong in Regime 2——incomedoesnot have a
significantmarginal impact on health and devceioprnett.
B.Effects of Other Variables
In discussing effects of variables other than income on intellectual
development and health, we deal with narents' schooling, mother's work
status, number of children in the family, health endowments measured in
infancy, and health endowments measured currently.3 To focus the dis-
cussion, note that among our health variables height would be viewed as
the best health measure by persons concerned with the relationshin between
health output and proper nutrition (for examle, National Center for Health
Statistics l970b, 1975; Seoane and Latham 1971; Owen 1973). The peridontal
index and the number of decayed urinary and permanent teeth are good over-
all indexes of oral health and supplementar, measures of nutrition. It is
plausible that the peridontal index, which reflects status of the guns, is
less sensitive to appropriate dental care than the number of decayed teeth.
This proposition is sunported by the higher adjusted R2's in the decay re-
gressions than in the peridontal regressions. Parental assessment of the
child's current state of health is employed as a dependent variable to
a
Thereader is left to inspect the effects of the following variables:
twin status of child, sex of child, foreign language spoken in the home,
first born child, and kindergarten or nursery school attendance.III —7
show how results differ when health is measured sub-jectively by narentsas
onposed to objectively byphysicians.
Table 6 contains regression coefficients of mother's schooling and
father's schooling. These two variables have positive and statistically
significant effects on all measures of intellectual development in both
the high income sanle and the low income sarnole. When health is de-
fined in a positive manner,4 fifteen of the sifleen schoolinq coefficients
are positive, but only ten achieve statistical significance at con-
ventional levels of confidence. These ten appear primarily in the
low income sample. It is noteworthy that height, which nutrition-
ists would view as the most important health measure in Table 6, is
practically independent of schooling in the high income samole but de-
pendent unon schooling in the low income sarnnle. We reach the tentative
conclusion that schooling effects are more important for low income
families in the case of health but not in the case of intellectual de—
velonment.
Presumably, schooling of both parents is positively correlated with
the endowment, efficiency, and the value of time. Subject to the modifi-
cation in Table 1 (note c), an increase in the endowment or in efficiency
raises health or development, while an increase in the value of time
lowers it. Since we are not able to control fully for the value of time
as schooling varies, our results imply that the efficiency or endowment
effect outweighs the value of time effect.
4Recall that IPERI, IDECAY, and PFHEALTHare negative correlates of
children's health.In —8
TABLE6
Regression Coefficients of Mother's Schoolinci and Fathers Schoolin?
Dependent
Variable
Income <$7,000 Income >$7,000

























































agource: Appendix, Tables Al—A7. F statistics in parentheses.
The critical F' values at the 5 percent level of significance are
2.69 on a one—tailed test and3.84on a two—tailed test.In —9
There is some evidence in Table 6 that mother's schooling has a
larger impact on cognitive development than father's schooling. Five
of the six mother's schooling coefficients exceed the corresponding
father's schooling coefficients. This is consistent with the notion
thatmother's schooling is a more important determinant of efficiency
in development production than father's schooling. A related and
interesting finding emerges when separate development functions are
estimated for boys and girls (see Tables A-8 through A—b). In a].—
most all instances, mother's schooling has a larger effect on the
intellectual development of girls than of boys. On the other hand,
father'sschooling has a larger effect on the intellectual develop-
ment of boys than of girls. We do not know whether this reflects
basic properties of the development production function or whether it
reflects oschobogical forces in early childrearing such as the child's
attachmentto the parent of the same sex.
Table 7containsregression coefficients of the two variables for
mother's work status in the labor force. The signs of twenty—three
of the twenty—eight coefficients in the table indicate that
children whose mothers work full—time or part—time have lower levels
of health and development than children whose mothers do not work. In
thedevelopment functions only one of six work status effects is sig-
nificant for the low income sample, while three of six are negative and
significant for the high income sample.5 In the health functions
5The coefficient of MWORKPT on RWRAT in the high income sample is
positive and significant.111—10
TABLE 7
Regression Coefficients of Mother's Work Statusa
Dependent
Variable
Income C$7,000 Income >$7,000


























































aSrce. Anoendix, Tables A1—A7. F statistics in narentheses.
The critical F values at the 5 percent level of significance are
2.69on a one—tailed test and 3.84 on a two—tailed test.about the same number of effects are significant in each sample. While
no overall pattern of effects is apparent for the healthmeasures, our
results suggest that mother's participation in the labor market has a
greater detrimental effect on the children in high income fand. lies than
on those in low income families. Interpretation of this finding is sub-
jectto the caution that unlike other parental characteristics, mother's
labor force status changes over the child's early life cycle. Our work
status variables provide infonation only on the orimary activity of
themother at the time of the Health Examination Survey. Before firm
conclusions can be reached with respect to the role of mother's labor
force status in the determination of children's health and development,
theeffects of length of participation and of the life cycle pattern of
participation would also have to be examined.
Regression coefficients of the number of persons in the housi—
hold 20 years of age or less are presented in Table 8. This variable
servesas a proxy for completed family size. It hasnegative and sta-
tistically significant effects on the three measures of intellectual
development. The effects of nirther of children in the family on health
are more erratic. When healthis defined in a positive manner, six of
theeight regression coefficients are negative, but only four are statis-
ticallysignificant. A striking finding is the importance of family
size in the determination of the height of children from low income
families anditsunimportance in the determination of the height of
childrenfrom high income families.
When health is measured by height, a consistent pattern of results
emerges from Tables 6, 7, and 8. Parents' schooling, nother's workIII —12
TABLE8
RegressionCoefficients of Number of Persons in



















asource.Appendix, Tables Al—A7. F statistics in
parentheses. The critical F values at the 5 percent
level of significance are2.69on a one—tailed test
and 3.84 on a two—tailed test.III —13
status,andfamily sizearesignificant predictor variables of height in
the low income sample but not in the high income sample. On the other
hand, these three variables tend to be as important (or nore irnnortant)
predictorsof development in thehigh income sample as in the low income
sample. A possible explanation of this pattern is that investments in
certain kinds of health are subject to irore sharply diminishing returns
than investments in intellectual develoqent. Ifso, determinants of
the margi-nal cost of investment in health would have relatively small
effectsin the reduced form demand curve at relatively high levels of
health and investment.
Table 9 contains regression coefficients of health endowments
measured in infancy. In discussing this set of variables, we focus on
the effects of birth weight and breast—feeding on intellectual develon—
merit.The dizmny variablefor birth weight under 2,500 grains or 5 pounds
(LIGHT)hassignificant,negative effects on all measuresof development
in both high and lowincome samples. Somewhat surprisingly, absolute
effectsare larger in the high income sample than in the low income
sample. Intuitively, one might expect high income parents to compensate
more for the effects of lowbirthweight than lowincomeparents by
making relatively larger investments in the health and intC.lectual
development of the poorly endowed child. Subject to some modifications
spelled out in Section I, our finding is consistent with a irodel in
which birth weight is a positive correlate of efficiency in production





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The coefficient of the dumny variablefor breast—feeding (MBFED) in-
dicates substantial returns to thisactivity in terms of cognitive develop—
ment While eachdisciplinemay offer its own internretation of this
result, a plausible exalanation is that MBFEDserves as an auxiliary mea-
sure of both the amount of tine mothersspend with their children and
families tastes for children.
Regression coefficients of health endowmentsmeasured currently are
presented in Table 10. All of these are basedon the physical exainina-
tions administered in the Health ExaminationSurvey. Once again we focus
onendowment effects in the development functions.All six coefficients
of abnormal hearing (IREAR) arenegative, and five of the six are statis-
tically significant. it is not surorising thatthe impact of poor hear-
ing is largerinthe case of school achievement than in thecase of IQ.
The importance of poor hearing in thedetermination of school achievement
is revealed by the followingcomparison. In the high income sample, with
all other factors held constant, childrenwith poor hearing have a RWRAT
scorethat is approximately 14 points lowerthan children with normal
hearing. This difference is twiceas large as the 7 point difference in
the mean RWRAT score in the high incomesample as compared to the low
income sample. The presence ofsignificant abnormalities (ABN) also is
detrimentalto achievement and IQ, although theeffects are insignificant
in the high income sample. Toa large extent, the last result is due to
the very low prevalence of abnormalities(.17 percent) in the high income
sample.
Strictly speaking the vision variables in Table 10(SEEG, NSEEG,






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































information on uncorrected vision with information on whether the child
wearsglasses. Nevertheless, these variables convey useful information
concerning the impact of investment in vision on intellectual develon—
ment.6 In particular, thedifference between the coefficient of SEEG
and the coefficient of SEENG comnares children withabnormaluncor-
rected vision who wear glasses to children with abnormal uncorrected
vision who do not wear glasses. These differences are shown in
Table 11. In general investment in improved vision has a positive
payoff in terms of intellectual development in the high income sample
but not in the low income sample. Kessner (1974) reports that 40per-
cent of children in a low income sample who were tested with their
glasses failed a visual acuity test. It is plausible that thisper-
centage would be much smaller in a high income sample due to the receipt
of higher quality optometric services by children in such a sample. If
so,this provides an explanation of the results in Table11 and evidence
thatthe returns to appropriate vision correction might be substantial..7
similar comment canbe made with regard to hearing since children
with endowed (uncorrected) abnormal hearing might have had theirhearing
corrected by investment. Such children cannot be identified in the
sample. In the case of vision, since children who wear eyeglasses were
examined without them, only endowed (uncorrect) abnormal vision can be
identified precisely. Information on the use of eyeglasses was added to
the regressions to make the results more comparable to those forpoor
hearing. Moreover, this procedure controls in part for reverse causality
from intellectual development to poor vision due to excessive use of the
eyes.
7The positive andsignificant coefficients of SEEG in the high income
santDle indicate that children with abnormal uncorrected vision who wear
glasses have higher intellectual development scores than children with
normal uncorrected vision who do not wear glasses. This might reflect
a negative correlation between SEEG and the price of medical care, or it
might reflect reverse causality from development to SEEG.In —18
TABLE 11










Astated goal of public policy in the UnitedStates is to improve
the economic andsocialwell—being of certain groups of childrenby im-
proving their cognitive develooment and health.To allocate scarce
resourcesamong competing programs with respect tochildren, policy—
makers require information about thedollar costs and benefits of these
Programs. Clearly, our results cannot supplypolicy—makers with all
of this information. We haveno measures of the costs of raising
healthor development via alternativeprograms such as those aimed at
reducing the incidence of low birth weight
or lowering completed family
size. Nor do we have measures of thedollar values of the benefits of
such programs. Nevertheless, our resultsdo contain policyrelevant
insights about potentialbenefits in termsof "physical" (health or
cognitivedevelopment) units. Policy—rnakers are then freeto assign
whateverset of weights they choose to these"physical" units and can
thereby translate increments in healthor development into monetary
magnitudes.
Further,our results are useful whether or not the mechanismby
which a given variable alters healthor development is fully understood.
In the case where the mechanism isknown,ourresults canbeused to
identify the appropriate kinds of governmentintervention. A case in
point is the theoretical and empirical roleof family income. Here we
feel confident that the basic forceat work is conmiand over real re-
sources provided by income. Alternatively, wheneffects of certain
variables are large but mechanismsarenot well understood, our findingsIII —20
suggestthe nature of additional research that is required to formulate
nublic policy, rather than the appropriate policies per se. Consider
for example, our result that parents' schooling is an important deter-
minant of the height of children from low income families. This result
hasa very definite policy implication if the mechanism at work is a
positive correlation between schooling and nutritional intakes or be-
tween schooling and knowledge of what constitutes an appropriate diet.
The policy implication is much less clearcut if the mechanism at work
is a positive relationship between parents' schooling and genetic
inheritance.
Our major findings are:
1. The prediction of two distinct regimes or two different re-
lationships between each of our health and development variables and
the set of explanatory variables is generally supported by our results.
Statistically significant differences in the sets of coefficients for
the two income classes are reported for five of seven dependent vari-
ables. Although these results cannotbe characterized as"unanimous"
support for the basic structure of our nodel, they do constitute
stronger verification than may be initially apparent. The two income
classes used here are unlikely to coincide completely with the two
regimes specified by the model. The resulting misclassification of
observationswill tend to bias the coefficient in the twoincome
classes towards equality, making it more difficult to obtain signifi-
cantly different coefficients in the two income classes even though
such differences do exist in the two regimes. We observe significant
differences in coefficients for five of our seven variables despite
this bias towards finding no such difference.III —21
2.The prediction that income will have a positive effect on health
or development for families in Regime 1 and no effect in Regime 2 receives
weaker support in our results. For the two achievementmeasures, income
hasapositive, significant impact for lower income families and a non-
significant impact for upper income families. For the other dependent
variables,family income is either statistically significant in both in-
come classesor in neither income class. One likely explanation for the
significantcoefficients in the upper income class is the previously
mentionedbias resulting from the misclassification of observations. In
particular, it is likely that members of Regime 1 are erroneously included
in the over $7,000 income class, causing an upward bias in the coefficient
of income for that class.
3. When health is measured by height, parents' schooling, mother's
work status, and family size are significant predictor variables in the
lowincome sample but not in the high income sample. On the otherhand,
these three variables tend to be as important (or more important) predic—
tars of intellectual development in the high income sample as in the low
income samnle.
4.Healthendowment and investment measures have significant, posi-
tive effects on cognitive development. In particular, cognitivedevelop-
ment scores are higher when children weighed more than five pounds at
birth, when they were breast—fed, when their current hearing is normal,
and when abnormal uncorrected vision is corrected by the use ofeye-
glasses. These findings suggest that prenatal and pediatric carepro—
grams that could identify high risk mothers and children at modest cost
would have relatively high expected benefits.III —22
Finally, our findings highlight at least two fruitfulareas for future
research. One is an investigation of theextent to which endogenous cur-
rent health measures affect intellectualdevelopment, The second is an
investigation of health and developmentrelationships at later stages in
the child's life cycle. Both of these willcontribute further to our
understanding of how health and development interact andwill provide more
refined measures of benefits from investmentsin children's health.H Th'&LA1
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